Part III. Embedded Memory Systems

Today’s Story
• The memory system now dominates performance & power.
Embedded systems “solve” issues now confronting gen-purpose.
=> Take a few notes from the embedded playbook:
• DSP & embedded-processor memory systems
• Better Cache designs for power and performance
• Better DRAM designs for power and performance
• High-performance systems as embedded systems
• Treat DRAM/main-memory as cache, larger block size
• Issue: Software management of memory systems
• Issue: Parallelism & non-conflicting assignment of resources
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FIGURE 1.2: Transparent caches in a uniform DRAM
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memory space can also reside in a cache (thus the designation
“transparent”). Only items in certain segments of the memory
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DSP/Embedded Memory Systems
• Software schedules accesses to different technologies;
this breaks abstraction, but it improves efficiency
(e.g. studies show scratch pad beats transparent cache)
• Multiple busses to memory => *much* better streaming performance
• Issue of compilation: transparent cache is a much easier compiler target
• Interesting concept, not fully explored: an item’s name indicates its properties
as well as its location:
• Read-only/read-write/executable/non-executable
Volatile/non-volatile
Cacheable/non-cacheable … etc.

Why That Last Bit Might Matter
• POTENTIAL REGIONS:
• SRAM (0, 1, 2, etc. … also L1, L2, L3, etc.)
• DRAM
• Flash/PCM/whatever solid-state non-volatile memory you choose
• Disk
• Network?
• Back to the SASOS Concept …

[SASOS Discussion]

However, virtual memory offers a completely different address for use, one which might be even more
convenient to use than the physical address. Recall
that on each cache access, the cache is indexed, and
the tags are compared. For each of these actions,

increasing memory sizes, and as larger TLBs are
needed to map the larger data sets (it is difficult
and expensive to make a large TLB fast). Two
different physically indexed, physically tagged
organizations are illustrated in Figure 2.10. The
difference between the two is that the second
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FIGURE 2.10: Two physically indexed, physically tagged cache organizations. The cache organization on the right uses only bits from
the page offset to index the cache, and so it is technically still a virtually indexed cache. The benefit of doing so is that its TLB lookup is
not in the critical path for cache indexing (as is the case in the organization on the left). The disadvantage is that the cache index cannot
grow, and so cache capacity can only grow by increasing the size of each cache block and/or increasing set associativity.

[Aliasing Discussion]

Main Issue: This Cannot Exceed 4KB Page Size
3.1. PROBLEMS AND TRENDS
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A Solution: Hash-Associative Cache
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DRAM Designs for Low Power: One DRAM

Figure
1. The
problem:
lots
ofmodern
bitsDRAM
are device
readarchitecture
per bank activation

Per Rank (at the DIMM Level)
• Each DRAM device drives & senses ~8K capacitors, sense amps
• Eight devices per rank => 65,536 such discharge/sense cycles,
all to read 512 bits of data.
• This is somewhat inefficient

Figure 1. The modern DRAM device architecture
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of the column and row addresses for similar specified parts of DDR and FCRAM [6,7] (Figu

A Better Approach: FCRAM

re 5. The architectural difference between (a) standard DRAM and (b) Fujitsu’s Fast-Cycle

y: a closed-page management system will precharge the row immediately after a CAS or CA
below) while an open-page management system will leave a row activated until an explicit

Posted CAS

mand is received (not shown).

Figure 2. (a) A typical read cycle (b) A read cycle using posted-CAS

Main point: Column address is seen by DRAM early

er Consumption in DRAM Systems

decoder to enable or disable sensing. When a particular row division is being selected, the respective

sense amplifiers are active while the rest are turned off to avoid wasting power through sensing the

Combine
the
Two:
Fine-Grained
Activation
precharged, yet unchanged, values on the bit lines.

Figure 6. The proposed DRAM device architecture

Power Savings

Figure 10. Dual- and quad-core 2.4 CPU’s running SPEC benchmarks on each core while varying

DRAM Designs for High Performance
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Figure 1.1: Trends showing datarate scaling over time (left), and channel capacity as a function of channel
datarate (right).

The capacity problem

primary issue addressed at the DRAM-system level has been bandwidth: while per-device capacity
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A Solution: BOMB

What Every CS/CE Needs to Know about the Memory System — Bruce Jacob, U. Maryland
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Additional Issue: Granularity
• Assertion: 4KB page has outlived its usefulness
• e.g., Google File System: 64MB pages
• reduces transfer overhead
• reduces mapping overhead
• increases sequential benefits
• etc.

Enterprise & Super- Computing
• Run same app (set of apps) 24x7
• Developers spend significant time/energy optimizing apps
• Frequently run a custom (or at least fine-tune the existing) OS
• Have significant, pressing correctness/failure/dependability issues
=> not intrinsic to application area, but because of large-scale multipliers
• Care very deeply about energy consumption
=> not intrinsic to application area, but because of large-scale multipliers
• Sounds a lot like embedded systems, no?

Some Thoughts & Discussion
• Use embedded processors
(power & heat problems reduce)
• Use software management of memory hierarchy
(performance can increase, scheduling problems are reduced, power can
decrease, checkpoint & restore becomes trivial, etc.)
• Need to pay close attention to resource-mapping issues
(10x performance degradation for poor resource utilization in parallel systems)
• As long as we’re rewriting the OS, incorporate solid-state non-volatiles
(e.g., to support distributed & memory-mapped file/object system,
to divide up read-mostly versus write-often data,
to reduce network I/O traffic, etc.)

